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ABSTRACT
Laela Hayati Rohmah. 26.10.62.128. An Error Analysis of Using Simple Present Tense
in Descriptive Text written by the Tenth Grade Students of MAN 1 Surakarta 2015/2016
Academic Year. A Thesis: The State Islamic Institute of Surakarta, Surakarta. 2017.
Advisor 1 : Hj. Suprapti, S.Pd., M.Pd.
Advisor 2 : Kurniawan, S.S., M.Hum.
Key word : ErrorAnalysis, Simple Present Tense,Descriptive Text
The objectives of this research are to know type of errors are usually
made by the tenth grade students of MAN 1 Surakarta of using simple present
tense in writing descriptive text, and to know the cause of errors made by the tenth
grade students of MAN 1 Surakarta of using simple present tense in writing
descriptive text.
The researcher used the descriptive qualitative research design. It was
conducted at tenth grade students of MAN 1 Surakarta in academic year
2015/2016. The data was collected by using interview, and document. The
researcher took interview to know the students’ understanding about simple
present tense in descriptive text. Then, the document was from the students
written result about using simple present tense in descriptive text. After collecting
the data, the researcher analyzed the data found in qualitatively.
The result of the analysis, the researcher found some findings of the
research. Based on the observation The types of errors made by the students on
writing descriptive text are based on surface strategy taxonomy which are
classified into omission, addition, misformation, and misordering. After counting
the errors, the researcher found 229 total of errors consisting of 99 errors of
omission, 25 errors of addition, 81 errors of misformation and 24 errors or of
misordering. From the data above, it can be seen that misformation error was the
highest number of errors made by the students. From the interview, the researcher
also found the answer of the problem statements of the research about the cause of
errors made by the tenth grade students of MAN 1 Surakarta of using simple
present tense in writing descriptive text. types of errors found in descriptive text in
students writing of the tenth grade of MAN 1 Surakarta, the researcher can find
some causes of errors. They are interlingual and intralingual transfer. Interlingual
transfer is errors that are influenced by the interference of users’ mother tongue.
The users still apply Indonesian pattern into English when they translate the
sentences. Then Intralingual transfer occurs when students get difficulty learn the
second language. There are three causes of errors in intralingual transfer, namely;
errors caused by over-generalization, errors caused by ignorance of rule
restriction, and errors caused by incomplete application of rules.
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1CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
A. Background of the study
According to Bell (1981:19), Language is forms, sounds, and letters,
combined into larger units such as words, sentences, and so forth. Yule
(1996:5) stated that as the communication tool, langauage as the interactional
function to interact with others socially or emotionally. Such a set of forms
would also be expected to have meaning and the elements of sequences by
virtue of having meaning, would naturally be expected to be used for
communication between individuals who shared the same rules.
From those statements above, it can be concluded that language is used
in daily life for making interaction people use language, the form of sound
symbol, in order that they can express their thought, idea, feeling, and
intention to others. As Martinet and Thompson (1986:6) say that Language is
a number of communication constituents, a channel of our intention to bring
out our feeling and enable to establish cooperative relationships with other
people.
In this era, many countries use English as their tool of communication.
English as a means of communication has the most important role. Obviously
English has dominated world communication either in speaking or writing.
English is as a foreign language in Indonesia. It means English is the second
language for Indonesian. So English must be learnt by the Indonesian learners.
Ithas been taught at junior high school and senior high school, andalso in this
2time English is taught at elementary school and kindergarten as introduction
and supplementary subject.
As foreign language learners, Indonesian always make mistakes and
errors in their English learning process. It is normal for anyone who learns the
second language which is different from his mother tongue. Error is
systematic and different grades make different errors. English teachers realize
that English is one of the difficult subjects because the construction of
sentences in English is different from Indonesian language.
There are four basic abilities which are learned in studying English,
they are listening, speaking, reading, and writing. Writing is one of four
English language skills. Fauziati (2008: 141) states that writing has always
occupied a place in most English language course. One of the reasons is that
more and more people need to learn to write in English for occupational or
academic purposes. So, writing skill is very important.
Writing skill is very important in education in Indonesia. Education in
Indonesia uses School based Curriculum in teaching English. It puts genres as
the main tool in language learning. There are twelve kinds of genre, namely:
anecdote, description, discussion, explanation, exposition, hortatory, narrative,
news item, procedure, recount, report and review. It is needed to learn how to
write well for the student so they can write the example of genre
correctly.Wishon and Burks (1980:379) states that “descriptive writing
reproduces the way things look, smell, taste, feel or sound; it may also evoke
moods, such as happiness, loneliness, or fear.
3One of the point which has to be paid attention in writing descriptive
text is using present tense. In this sense, English has only two tenses, present
and past. But for everyday use--especially for those who are studying foreign
languages--this strict definition of tense is not very helpful. There is a broader
use of the word [tense]: a form of the verb phrase which gives information
about aspect and time." (Seely, 2007:102). In writing descriptive text, the
writer should consider to the structure of present tense.
According to Krohn (1971), simple present tense is tense denoting an
action happening in this time. This tense is used to talk about things in
general. We are not only thinking about now, but it is used to say something is
true in general.Azar (1989:6) also states that simple present tense expresses
events or situations that exist always, usually, and habitually.
In the teaching learning process, the teacher always explains and gives
example about genre texts. MAN 1 Surakarta is one of senior high school in
Indonesia. This school also taught the students about genre texts. One of the
material in the syllabus on MAN 1 Surakarta is descriptive text, thus the
teacher also taught descriptive text as their responsibility. Especially the
students of tenth grade, they were taught about descriptive text such stated in
the syllabus.
From the interview with the English teacher of tenth grade students, all of
teachers had purpose to make the students understand about the texts and
master their skill in writing. They also said that the teachers tried to make the
students able to write sentences correctly. Many students in the tenth grade of
4MAN 1 Surakarta were introduced in writing skill by their teacher because
many students still made errors in writing descriptive text. They were still
confused in writing text  about tense (simple present tense) and sometimes they
forgot  the use of  tense (simple present tense).
From the pre-observation, the researcher found that the tenth grade
students of MAN 1 Surakarta faced many the difficulties which could be seen
such as in using simple present tense.They often made a wrong sentence, for
example He eat chicken,where the right sentence was He eats chicken.
Unfortunately, most of them made a error in using simple present tense in
sentence especially misformation and omission error. This phenomenon
showed that they were lack of understanding in English especially in writing
sentences correctly. The students still constructed English sentences by using
Indonesian rules.
In Sattayatham and Ratanapinyowong (2008:22), Corder (1971:152)
stated that errors are ‘the result of some failure of performance’. Norrish
(1983:7), like Corder, defined ‘an error’ as a systematic deviation that happens
when a learner has not learnt something and consistently ‘get(s) it wrong’. So,
a teacher must anticipate the error that is made by the students.
Related to the phenomenon above, in this research the researcher would
like to conduct a research about “An Error Analysis of Using Simple Present Tense in
Descriptive Text written by the Tenth Grade Students of MAN 1 Surakarta 2015/2016
AcademicYear”.
5B. The Problem Statement
In this research, the reseacher attempts to identify the students’ errors
in writing procedure text. By conducting this research, she hopes that she
could answer the following problems such us:
1. What type of errors are usually made by the tenth grade students of MAN
1 Surakarta of using simple present tense in writing descriptive text?
2. What are the cause of errors made by the tenth grade students of MAN 1
Surakarta of using simple present tense in writing descriptive text?
C. The Objective of The Study
In this research, the researcher has two objectives of the study dealing
the statement of the research above as follows :
1. To describe the type of errors made by the tenth grade students of MAN 1
Surakarta of using simple present tense in writing descriptive text.
2. To identify the cause of errors made by the tenth grade students of MAN 1
Surakarta of using simple present tense in writing descriptive text.
D. The Limitation of The Study
The researcher limits the research on the error analysis in using
Simple Present Tense in writing descriptive text that is written by the tenth
grade students of MAN 1 Surakarta 2015/2016.
6E. The Benefit of The Study
This study has two major benefits, they are practical benefit and
theoretical benefit.
1. Practical benefit
a. The results of the research paper can be used as an input in English
teaching learning process especially in the students writing skill.
b. The students of MAN 1 Surakarta can improve their ability in writing
especially in writing descriptive text.
2. Theoretical benefit
The results of the reseacrh can be used as the reference for those who want
to conduct a research in English teaching learning process, especially in
writing descriptive text.
F. The Definition of Key Term
In order to make the research understood and to avoid ambiguity, the
research presents some definitions of key terms as the following:
1. Eror Analysis
Error analysis is the study of students’ error which can be observed,
analyzed, and classified to reveal something of the system operating within
the learners (Brown, 2000:166).
2. Writing
The meaning of writing is not only the way of thinking and learning but also
contributes to the personal development (Axelrod and Cooper,1985: 3).
73. Descriptive text
Descriptive text refers to writing which creates a clear and vivid impression
of person, place, or thing (Callaghan, 1988:138).
4. Simple Present Tense
Simple present tense is tense denoting an action happening in this time
(Krohn, 1971).
G. The Previous Study
There are some previous researchers to provides the originality of the
research : The first research was conducted by Tiwik Ristanti (2011) entitled
AGrammatical Error Analysis Of The Students Writing Of Reporting A School
Of The Eleventh Year Students Of SMA Negeri 1 Semin In 2011. Her research
focused on gramatical error in report text. The result of the research focused
on the writing error of students SMA Negeri 1 Semin.
The Second Research Was Conducted By Siti Yuliani (2012) Entitled
An Error Analysis Of Descriptive Texts Written By The Eighth Grade Students
Of Smp Islam Diponegoro In The Academic Year Of 2011/2012.Her research
focused on what the type of error in writing descriptive text.
In this research, the researcher tries to conduct entitled “An Error
Analysis of Using Simple Present Tense in Descriptive text Written by The
tenth Grade Students of MAN 1 Surakarta in The Academic Year of
2015/2016.In this research, the researcher concerns on the students’ writing
errors in grammar and characteristic of descriptive text. The result of her
8research focused on the students’ writing errors in grammar, characteristic of
descriptive text, the frequency of its type the students’s writing errors and the
sources of students’ writing errors.
Although the two previous researches had the same field with the
present research, about writing errors, but it has some differences. The
differences are; the fisrt previous research focused on writing report text and
the second previous research focused on writing descriptive text. Then, In this
research, the researcher concerns on writing descriptive text made by tenth
grade students of MAN 1 Surakarta.
9CHAPTER II
THEORETICAL REVIEW
This chapter consists of a number of sub-chapters. They are Definition of
Writing, Definition of Descriptive text, Tenses, Simple Present Tense, and
Definition of Error.
A. Review on Writing
1. Definition of Writing
Writing is one way to communicate with other people besides
speaking, reading, and Listening. The word ‘writing’ seems to be very
simple and easy to understand. However, it cannot be ignored. When a
student writes a paragraph, he/she should write not only semantically correct
but he/she should also use a correct grammar. Writing is not a spontaneous
activity. It is learnt in a formal instruction.
There are many definitions of writing according to many experts.
According to Barnet and Stubbs (1975: 3), writing is a physical act. It
requires material and energy. On the other side, Rise B. Axelrod and
Charles R. Cooper (1985: 3) said, “Writing is a complex process and as such
contains element of mystery and surprise. But we know and believe that
writing is a skill that anyone can learn to manage.” The meaning of writing
is not only the way of thinking and learning but also contributes to the
personal development.
In learning language, includes English and other ones, the students
have to require four language skills, such as reading, listening, speaking,
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and writing which each skill connects each other. From all of those skills,
writing is the most difficult one. The reason is cultural differences. The
writer has to understand about cultural and social context of using the
language according to its background. Writing skill also includes
complicated process. First, the writer has to plan, then modify by organizing
option of vocabulary, sentences, and paragraph into readable text.
In this case, English cultural context create several text, called as
genre, which has their own characteristics and purpose. According with
Departemen Pendidikan Nasional (2003:44), it is mentioned that standard of
competence for writing skill is expressing the meaning by developing the
right rhetorical in written text as narration, explanation, discussion,
commentary, and review with variation structures of modification. In
writing a readable and logical text, the students have to apply several
strategies as bellow:
a. Reading for many kinds of text.
b. Brainstorming to collect ideas.
c. Using semantic mapping to find out specific ideas in writing.
d. Viewing the ideas in writing from any directions.
e. Making the list.
f. Correcting the result.
g. Using the vocabulary which found for any sources
(Departemen Pendidikan Nasional,2003:53).
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It is a common assumption that writing skill is the most difficult in
learning language. The students also face some problems in writing.
Wardhana and Ardianto (2007:7-13) divided that problems as internal and
external factors. Internal factor comes from the inside of the students.
Internal factor occur because the students are not usual with reading, not
require an adequate language skill, and lack of interest in writing. External
factor comes from the outside of the students. External factor occur because
students are lack of reference, lack of theme, and face difficulties to arrange
the correct sentences.
Shih in (Brown,2001:335-336) stated the process approach to
writing instruction. The instructions are mentioned below:
a. Focus on the process of writing that leads to the final written product.
b. Help student writers to understand their own composing process.
c. Help them to build repertoires of strategies for prewriting, drafting,
and rewriting.
d. Give students time to write and rewrite.
e. Place central importance on the process of revision.
f. Let students discover what they want to say as they write.
g. Give students feedback throughout the composing process as they
attempt to bring their expression closer and closer to intention.
h. Encourage feedback from both the instructor and peers.
i. Include individual conferences between teacher and students during
the process of composition.
12
In short, writing skill is the target of learning process of writing in
making effective written text. The competence include the ability to make
grammatically and rhetorically structured text the appropriate
communicative context.
B. Review on Genre Text
1. The Definition of Genre
Pardiyono (2007:2) states that genre is the text type that functions as
frame reference that a text can construct effectively, effective purpose and
construction of text element also diction.
Hartono (2005:4) states that genre is used to refer to particular text
types not to traditional varieties of literature. It means that genre is a type or
kinds of text, defined in terms of its social purposes, also the level of
context dealing with social purpose.
Genre is a text type that has function, stage, goal and social process.
So every genre has different purpose, generic structure and language
features.
2. The Kinds of Genre
Pardiyono (2007:2) classifies the text into eleven types, they are:
descriptive, recount, narrative, discussion, exposition, news item, report,
anecdote, and review. It can be explained as below:
a. Descriptive
13
It is a type of text, which has specific function to give description
about object or thing or people.
b. Recount
It is a type of text, which has specific function to inform about the
past activity.
c. Narrative
It is a type of text to retell activity or past event for narrating
problematic and resolution to amuse or entertain and often intended
to give morality to the reader.
d. Discussion
It is kind of text to package information in the general ideas or
options about the phenomenon that occurs in the community from
the two point of view.
e. Exposition
It is kind of text to argue that something is the case (analytical
exposition) and something should be or no (hortatory exposition).
f. News item
It informs the readers, listeners or viewers about newsworthy event.
g. Report
It is type of text to give information natural or non natural
phenomenon or things in the world to add knowledge to the reader.
h. Anecdote
14
The text uses for sharing with other an account of unusual or
amusing event.
i. Review
It is kind of text to evaluate the quality of books and other works of
art.
Furthermore, the syllabus of the tenth grade students of MAN 1
Surakarta, genre of the text which are taught namely: Descriptive, Narrative,
and Procedure. Hence, the researcher only focuses on descriptive text.
C. Review on Descriptive text
1. Defintion of Descriptive Text
Wishon and Burks (1980:379) stated that “descriptive writing
reproduces the way things look, smell, taste, feel or sound; it may also
evoke moods, such as happiness, loneliness, or fear.” Callaghan (1988:138)
also said that “a descriptive writing creates a clear and vivid impression of
person, place, or thing.” According to the statements above, I can conclude
that a descriptive writing should be concrete and detailed, so the readers
know and understand what the writer is telling about.
Abilene (2004:7) describes some principles in descriptive writing.
First, a descriptive writing has one, clear dominant impression. If someone
is describing snowfall, for example, it is important for him/her to decide and
to let his/her readers know if it is threatening or lovely; in order to have one
dominant impression it cannot be both. The dominant impression guides the
15
author’s selection of detail and is there by made clear to the reader in the
thesis sentences. The second one, a descriptive writing can be objective or
subjective, giving the author a wide choice of tone, diction and attitude. For
instance, an objective description of one’s dog would mention such facts as
height, weight, color, and so forth. A subjective description would include
the above details, but also stress the author’s feeling toward the dog, as well
as its personality, and habits.
Then the last, the purpose of a purely descriptive writing is to
involve the reader enough so he or she can actually visualize the things
being described. Therefore, it is important to use specific and concrete
details.
2. The Generic Structure of Descriptive Text
To guide the students in a descriptive writing, Gerot and Wignell
(1994:208) gave the generic structure of descriptive writing, they are:
1. Identification: identifies phenomenon to be described.
2. Description: describes parts, qualities, characteristics.
The language features of descriptive text are :
1. Specific participant
2. Using simple present tense
1. Noun Phrase
2. Adjective
In describing the object, the author may use imaginative language,
interesting comparisons, and images that appeal to the senses to make the
16
reader easily form the object being described. However, we should be
careful in choosing words and then placing them correctly. Basically most
of the words in descriptive writing are determiners, adjectives, and
adverbials.
In short, determining words, sentences, structure, and organization is
very important to make the audience aware of descriptive writing purpose.
D. Review on Tenses
1. Definition of Tense
Tense is a set of forms taken by a verb to indicate the time (and
sometimes also the continuance or completeness) of the action in relation to
the time of the utterance. Some grammarians define a tense as an inflection
of the verb--a change of meaning you achieve by altering the form of the
verb. So the past tense of win is won. In this sense, English has only two
tenses, present and past. But for everyday use--especially for those who are
studying foreign languages--this strict definition of tense is not very helpful.
There is a broader use of the word [tense]: a form of the verb phrase which
gives information about aspect and time." (Seely, 2007:102).
2. Kinds of Tenses
Strictly speaking, in the terminology of modern grammar, English
only has two tenses: past and present:
Table 2.1. The Form of Tenses
Verb Present tense Past tense
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Walk walk/walks walked
Write write/writes Wrote
Many people are surprised to be told that English has no future tense
and for everyday purposes it isn't a particularly helpful way of describing
how English verbs work. It's more useful to talk about the whole verb
phrase and to look at the way it gives information about time and aspect. If
we do this, we can say that English has the following tenses:
Table 2.2. Kinds of Tenses
Simple Continuous Perfect Perfect continuous
Past I walked I was walking I had walked I had been walking
Present I walk I am walking I have walked I have been
walking
Future I shall/will
walk
I shall/will be
walking
I shall/will
have walked
I shall/will have
been walking
E. Review on Present Tense
1. Definition of Present Tense
According to Krohn (1971), simple present tense is tense denoting
an action happening in this time. This tense is used to talk about things in
general. We are not only thinking about now, but it is used to say something
is true in general.
The present tense is a grammatical tense whose principal function is
to locate a situation or event in present time. The term "present tense" is
usually used in descriptions of specific languages to refer to a particular
grammatical form or set of forms; these may have a variety of uses, not all
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of which will necessarily refer to present time. For example, in the English
sentence My train leaves tomorrow morning, the verb form leaves is said to
be in the present tense, even though in this particular context it refers to an
event in future time. Similarly, in the historical present, the present tense is
used to narrate events that occurred in the past.
Akhlis and Sosiowati (2000:2) say that simple present tense explains
an action that occurs in present time, in a simple form or an activity that is
done regularly or a habitual activity, or an action which is not have
relationship with time. Azar (1989:6) also states that simple present tense
expresses events or situations that exist always, usually, and habitually.
Simple present tense can exist now, has existed in the past and probably will
exist in the future is the simple present tense can also be used to express
future time in sentences that concern events that are on a define schedule or
timetable. These sentences usually contain future time words. Only a few
verbs are used in this way: open, close, begin, end, start, finish, arrive,
leave, come, and return. According to Praninskas (1980:19-20) simple
present tense is a tense that is used to express verb a general truth to show a
regular or habitual action and to show a regular future action.
2. The Use of Present Tense
Marcella Frank (1972:48) states that simple present tense is
divided into three parts. They are:
a. Express repeated action (includes the past, present, and future) such as:
1) The earth revolves around the sun. (general truth)
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2) I go there very often. (custom)
b. Express non-action (state or condition)
1) He seems tired.
2) She loves her children.
3) I remember him.
4) I hear some music.
c. Express future action (especially with verbs of arriving and departing)
1) We leave tomorrow.
2) The ship sails next week.
3. The Forms of Simple Present Tense
a. Affirmative sentence in active voice
Figure 2.1. The Formulation of Positive Sentence
The above formulation can be read as subject (I, you, she, he, it,
we, and they) is followed by Verb1. However especially the subject 3rd
person singular (he, she, and it), verb in the affirmative is added with –s/-
es. For example:
1) I play tennis every week
2) She plays tennis every week
3) They play tennis every week
(+) Subject + verb1
I, you, we, they + verb1
He, she, it +( verb1+s/es)
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b. In negative sentence, the formulation is as follows:
Figure 2.2. The Formulation of Negative Sentence
The above formulation can be read as subject (I, you, she, he, it,
we, and they) is followed by doesn’t/don’t and added by Verb1. The
subject (he, she, and it) is added “not” after auxiliary verb “do” and can
be “doesn’t or don’t”. For example:
1)I don’t play tennis every week
2)She doesn’t play tennis every week
3)You don’t sleep every week
c. In interrogative sentence of active voice form, the formulation is as
follows:
Figure 2.3. The Formulation of Interrogative Sentence
The above formulation can be read as does/do is followed by
subject (I, you, she, he, it, we, and they) and added by verb1. And then,
an interrogative sentence ends with a question mark. For example:
1) Do I play tennis every week?
2) Does she play tennis every week?
3) Do you play tennis every week?
(-) Subject + doesn’t/don’t + verb1
I, you, we, they + don’t + verb1
He, she, it + doesn’t + verb1
(?) Do/Does+ subject + verb1?
Do+ I, you, we, they + verb 1?
Does+ he, she, it + verb1?
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d. The formulation affirmative sentence of the simple present in passive
voice, the formulation is as follows:
Figure 2.4. The Formulation of Affirmative Sentence
The above formulation can be read as subject (I, you, she, he, it,
we, and they) is added by to be (am, is and, are) and followed by verb 3.
For example:
1) Active : He meets them everyday.
Passive : They are met by him everyday.
2) Active : She waters this plant every two days.
Passive : This plant is watered by her every two days.
e. In negative sentence of passive voice form, the formulation is as follows:
Figure 5. The Formulation of Negative Sentence
The above formulation can be read as subject (I, you, she, he, it,
we, and they) is added by to be (am, is and, are), added by not and
followed by verb 3. For example:
1) This plant isn’t watered by her everyday.
2) They are not met by him everyday
Subject + be (am,is,are) + verb3
I + am + verb3
You, we, they + are + verb3
She, he, it + is + verb3
Subject + be (am,is,are)+ not + verb3
I + am + not + verb3
You, we, they + are +not+ verb3
She, he, it + is + not+ verb3
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f. In interrogative sentence of passive voice form:
Figure 6. The Formulation of Interrogative Sentence of Passive Voice
The above formulation can be read as am/is/are is followed by
subject (I, you, she, he, it, we, and they), and followed by verb3. And
then, an interrogative sentence ends with a question mark. For example:
1) Is this plant watered by her everyday?
2) Are they met him everyday?
4. The Functions of Present Tense
According Nelson (1992:18), Simple Present Tense has some
functions. They are:
a. The simple present tense is used to denote truths:
1) Habitual truths : He smokes 40 cigarettes a day.
2) Eternal and unvarying truths: The koran says.....
3) Recurrent truths : The sun rises in the east.
4) Permanent human truths : I like sweets. I live here.
5) General truths : English people drink a lot of tea.
6) Mathematical and scientific truths : Two and two make four.
7) Internal truths : verb of thinking, knowing, wishing etc;
expressing a mental state : I think he’s very nice. I know it’s here.
(am,is,are)+ subject + verb3 ?
I + am + verb3?
You, we, they + are + verb3?
She, he, it + is + verb3?
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b. The simple present tense is used for giving instructions, directions, or
demonstration, often with the impersonal you. You beat the eggs, and
then you add the flour. Nowadays many demonstrations, especially
on TV use the more conversational form; I beat the eggs and then I
add the flour.
c. The simple present tense is often used as a narrative device, for
dramatic effect in certain situations.
1) In commentaries, especially those about activities where the
action is swift, e.g. football: He passes the ball to clark, he
swerves, aims and scores.
2) In headlines and captions. For example, “Reagan meets
Gorbachev.”
3) In very informal spoken narrative. For example,” This man goes
into a restaurant and he says, “Do you serve frogs?” The waiter
says, “Yes”, so he says, Right, I’ll have a coffee for myself and
some flies for my frog.”
d. The simple present tense is used in describing feelings and senses,
especially sudden ones, over which the speaker has no control. For
example, I feel sick.
e. With a future time marker the tense gives a timetable future; usually
for schedules (especially transport); My bus leaves at three.
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f. After when, to form a time clause. This usually occurs with:
1) The main verb in the present e.g. I catch a bus when it rains.
When you heat ice, it melts. This creates the general condition
expressing habitual, general or eternal rules. When in such
sentences can be replaced by either if or whenever without
changing the meaning.
2) The main verb in the future. Most commonly the verb is in the
will future. When I get home. I’ll make tea. In this usage the when
clause has a future time reference.
F. Review on Eror and Mistake
1. Definition of Error
In order to understand what an error is in the process of learning, it
will be useful for us to refer to the definition of ‘error’ which are proposed
by some linguists. Corder in Dulay’s Language Two states that errors
referred to
“The systematic deviations because of the learner’s still-
developing knowledge of the L2 rule system. So, errors are as a
result from the lack of knowledge of the language being learned
(Dulay et.al, 1982:139).
They define error as a part of conversation or a composition that
deviates from some selected norm of mature language performance.
Sometimes researchers distinguish between: 1) errors caused by factors such
as fatigue and inattention,what Chomsky, 1965, called “performance”
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factors, and errors resulting from lack of knowledge of the rules of
language, what Chomsky, 1965, called “competence”.
While Brown claims that, “an error is a noticeable deviation from the
adult grammar of native speakers, reflecting the interlanguage competence
of the learner” (Brown, 2000:170). The different system of language could
make us to make errors when using the target language. An error is
noticeable grammar from the adult grammar of native speaker, reflecting the
interlanguage competence of the learners (Brown, 2000:165). Errors are
typically produced by people who do not yet fully command some
institutionalized language system (Corder, 1973:53). The errors themselves
are competence errors. According to Corder, true errors are marker of the
learners’ competence (Richards, 1986:98). Errors are caused by deficiency
in competence and a shortcoming in the knowledge of language learners
make errors when they have not learnt something correctly.
From the definition above, it is concluded that mistake refers to the
failures to use the language system correctly caused by some factors such as
carelessness, memory lapses, and physical condition. While error, refers to
the failure to use the system correctly caused by the lack of the learners’
competence.
2. Types of Error
Types of error are dealing with the surface characteristic error that is
often called surface strategy taxonomy. The researcher uses the surface
strategy taxonomy because by analyzing the types of error based on the
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surface strategy taxonomy, some advantages can be obtained. There are four
types of errors as stated by Dulay, Burt, and Krashen (1982:150) in
Language Two, they are: Omission, Addition, Misformation, and
Misordering.
a. Omission
Omission errors are characterized by the absence of an item that
must appear in a well –formed utterance. (Dulay, 1982:155).
Example: Marry President new company.
The well formed sentence is Marry is the president of the new
company.
b. Addition
Addition errors are the opposite of omission. They are
characterized by the presence of an item which must not appear in a
well-formed utterance. Dulay (1982:156). Three types of addition
errors: double marking, regularization and simple addition.
1) Double Marking
Many addition errors are more accurately described as the failure
to delete certain items which are required in some linguistic
constructions.
Example: He doesn’t knows my name.
Here, the marker for tenses is doubled (both of them are simple
present tense).
2) Regularization
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Regularization is a type of errors in which a marker that is
typically added to a linguistic item is erroneously added to
exceptional items of the given class that do not take a marker. For
example, in the word "sheeps", the correct plural form of "sheep" is
"sheep", not "sheeps".The other example is "readed",the past tense
form of "read" is "read", not "readed". They are both
regularizations in which the regular plural and past tense markers -s
and -ed, have been added to items which do not take markers.
3) Simple Addition
It is addition error that is double marking or regularization.
No particular features characterize all addition errors, that is the
use of an item should not appear in well-form utterances.
Example: The fishes doesn’t live in the water.
Here, the student makes a wrong sentences. He adds “does” for
fishes. The well-formed sentence is The fishes don’t live in the
water.
c. Misformation
Misformation errors are characterized by the use of wrong form of
the morpheme or structure. While in omission errors the item is not
supplied at all, in misformation errors the learner supplies something,
although it is incorrect. For example, in
The dog eated the chicken.
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a past tense marker was supplied by the learner; it was just not the
right one. There are three types of misformation errors:
1) Regularization errors
The regularization errors that fall under the misformation
category are those in which a regular marker is used in place of an
irregular one, as in readed for read.
2) Archi-forms
It is the form selected by the learner. A learner may
temporally select just one of the English demonstrative such as,
“this”, “that”, “these” and “those” to point out an object that should
be in singular but the learner uses it in plural and vice versa, as in
that cats or that dogs.
3) Alternating Forms
As the learner’s vocabulary grows, the use of archi-form
often gives way to the apparently free alternation of various
members of class with each other. For example, in the case of
pronouns, a learner alternates the use of he for she, they for it; in
the case of tense, the learner use perfect form for the past, etc.
d. Misordering
Misordering errors are characterized by the incorrect placement of
a morpheme or group of morphemes in an utterance. This type of error
can be caused by the word-for word translation of native language
surface structure.
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Example: I don’t know what is that.
Here, the learner misorders the word “is” and the well-formed
sentence is I don’t know what that is.
Here, the researcher uses surface strategy taxonomy by Dullay in
this research in the seventh grade students of MAN 1 Surakarta.
3. The Causes of Errors
Brown (2000:224) says that the cause of errors can be divided into 2
categories, they are:
a. Interlingual transfer
Richards in Erdogan (2005:263) conveys that an interlingual error is
as the result of language transfer, which is caused by the learner’s first
language. However, this should not be confused with behaviouristic
approach of language transfer. Interlingual transfer that is error
influenced by the learner’s mother tongue. A different class of error is
represented by sentences.
b. Intralingual transfer
Intralingual transfer is cause of errors influenced by the complicated
system of the target language itself. Richards (2002: 265) says that the
intralingual transfer can be divided into 4 terms, namely:
1) Over-generalization error
Over-generalization is where the learners’ basic experience of
certain structure causes the learners creating the deviant structure
on the basis of their experience of the other structures in the target
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language. Generally, over-generalization is the creation of one
deviant structure in place of two regular structures.
For example : She can cooks
It should be : She can cook
The mentalist theory claims that errors are inevitable because
they reflect various stages in the language development of learner.
According to Corder (in Hubbard, 1983:140-142), the learners
process new language data in their mind and produce rule for its
production based on the evidence.
Some over-generalization is signed by:
a) Over-generalization generally involves the creation of one
deviant structure in place of two regular structures.
Example: she can reads
We are hope
It is occurs
It may be the result of the learners reducing their linguistic
burden, with the omission of the third person –s.
b) Over-generalization is associated with redundancy reduction,
for example the –ed marker, in past tense or past context often
appears to carry no meaning, on sentence – I buy the bag last
week.
It as cleared, the world ‘bought’ does not have meaning any
more because there was phrase ‘last week’.
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2) Ignorance of rule restriction
Ignorance of rule restriction is failure to observe the restriction
of existing structure. That is the application of rules to context
where they do not apply.
Example : the baby crying was
It should be : the baby was crying
3) Incomplete application of rules
This error involve a failure to fully develop a structure. The learners
fail to produce a correct sentence according to the standard rules.
Example : You student
It should be : You are students
4) False concepts hypothesized
False concept hypothesized means developmental errors which
are derived from faulty comprehension of distinction in the target
language. In other word, the learner fails to fully comprehend the
target language.
Example : I was going down town yesterday
It should be : I went down town yesterday
In this research, the researcher analyzes both of the interlingual
transfer and the intralingual transfer.
4. Definition of Mistake
Mistake is different with error. A mistake refers to a performance
error  that is either random or a slip of the tongue, in that it is failure to
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utilize a known system correctly (Brown, 2000:165). A mistake refers to
performance errors that are a random guess or a slip, in that it is failure.
Mistakes are caused by hesitation, slips of the tongue. The learner who
make mistakes will sometime use one form and sometime the others. These
show an inconsistency. For example:
1. If learners produce “he must go” and “he must to go”.
2. If the Indonesian learners pronounce the word error “istruction” not
instruction”.
5. The Difference Between Error and Mistake
Brown in James(1998:217)differentiates between errors and
mistakes. He defines errors as a systematic mistakes due to lack of language
competence, while mistakes refer to performance errors because of a
random guess or slip. Error cannot be self-corrected, mistakes can be self-
corrected if the deviation is pointed out to the speaker. Edge (1989:217)
states that a slip or mistake is what a learner can self-correct; and error is
what a learner cannot self-correct.
In conclusion, mistakes are failure to use language because of slip of
the tongue or spelling. This failure is easily corrected by the learner since
they conceptually understand the language system. On other hand, errors are
mistakes the student’s make due to lack of competence. They are not able to
be self-corrected because they do not know the concept.
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G. Review on Eror Analysis
1. Definition of Error Analysis
In learning and using a foreign language, one of the most inhibiting
factors is the fear of making mistakes or errors. The making of errors is a
sign that students have not yet mastered the rules of the language being
learned. To cope with this problem, one of the strategies widely used by
linguist are error analysis. Brown (2000:166) says that Error analysis is the
study of students’ error which can be observed, analyzed, and classified to
reveal something of the system operating within the learners. Brown’s point
of view implies that error analysis is useful for the teacher.
Error analysis will show teachers some problems confronting the
students. It is an advantage that error Analysis may be tracked down to the
importance of students’ errors. According to Johansson (1975:248), “An
analysis of the learner’s error gives the teacher evidence of the learner’s
competence in the foreign language.” The teacher will also gain information
concerning learner’s difficulties at different levels. Such information is
important for the planning of courses and the constructions of the teaching
materials.
In addition, it is necessary to discuss error analysis for teaching
English as a foreign language. English teachers should know error analysis
because it becomes a useful key to understanding the process of foreign
language acquisition. They should know how the target language is learnt or
acquired and what the best strategy the learners employ in order to master
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the target language. By conducting a systematic study of error, they may
improve their teaching method and attempt to find some answers or
solutions to solve some problems faced by their students.
From the definition above, it can be concluded that error analysis is a
methodology for investigating learners’ competence in acquiring a second
language acquisition or a foreign language. It describes learners’
interlanguage and can be used to identify the possible mistakes or errors that
are made by students.
2. Procedures of Error Analysis
In error analysis research, there are some procedures that are
suggested by the experts. Corder in Ellis (1994:48) proposes the steps in
error analysis research as follow:
a. Collecting of a sample of learner language
It is deciding what samples of learners’ language to use for the analysis
and how to collect these samples.
b. Identification of error
A corpus of learner language has been collected, they have to be
indentified. It is also necessary to decide, therefore, what constituents an
error and to establish a procedure for recognizing one.
c. Classifying of error
It involves a comparison of the learners’s idiosyncratic utterances with a
reconstruction of those utterances in the target language. It needs
attention to the surface properties of the students’ utterances.
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d. Explanation of error
It is concerned with establishing the source of the error i.e accounting for
why it is made.
e. Evaluation of error
Error evaluation involves a consideration of the effect that errors have on
the person(s) addressed. It also involves assessing the seriousness of each
error in order to take principled teaching decisions. Error evaluation is
necessary because its purpose is pedagogic.
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CHAPTER III
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
A. The Research Design
The research was conducted by using descriptive qualitative method.
This type of research is a kind of research method study without any statistic
procedure. Maleong (2004:2) states that descriptive qualitative research is a
type of research that does not include calculation or number.
The descriptive qualitative method employs technique of seeking,
collecting and analyzing data. As stated by Bodgan and Taylor in Maleong
(2004:3) qualitative methodology as a research procedure that procedured the
descriptive data such written words or spoken words from people or activities
that can be observed.
The researcher gave material of procedure text before collecting the
data. then, students write a text of procedure. After that, she found out and
classified the students’ writing error. She could identify the errors and describe
the type of errors based on linguistic categories that are grammar, the errors
can be in the class of noun, verb, adjective, adverb, prepostition, conjunction,
etc. (James, 1998 : 104-105).
In summary, qualitative research is a study which relies primarily on
the collection of qualitative data with the purpose to describe, to decode, and to
draw meaning from naturally occurring phenomena that cannot be understood
numbers. Thus, the researcher wanted to know the students’ ability in writing
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descriptive text at the tenth grade students of MAN 1 Surakarta in the academic
year 2015/ 2016.
B. Setting of The Research
1. Place of The Research
This research was conducted at the second semester in 2015/2016
academic year at MAN 1 Surakarta. It is located on Jl. Sumpah Pemuda
no. 25 Kadipiro, Surakarta. The subject of the research is the tenth grade
students in the 2015/2016 Academic Year.
2. Time of The Research
Time of observation and research was used to take data. This research was
conducted in Jully 2015 – January 2016.
Table 3.1. The Research Schedule
Activities Time
1st observation Monday, 9th March 2015
2nd observation Thursday, 12th March 2015
Research Thursday, 2nd of April 2015
Data Analyzing April – May 2015
C. Instrument of The Research
In descriptive qualitative research, the researcher is the main
instrument. The researcher is going to be more active to do the research,
because the researcher is the main tool to get the data for this reasearch. In
general, there are two methods of collecting data, using a test or a non test. In
this research, the researcher also used test as the instrument to get the data.
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The researcher used a writing test for collecting data. For the test, the
researcher ask the students to write a descriptive text related the topic given by
the researcher. After the researcher getting the data, the researcher analyzes
the data by using Surface Strategy Taxonomy. This highlighted taxonomy the
ways surface structures are altered: Learners may omit necessary items or add
unnecessary ones; they may misform items and misorder them. It was brief
explanation of Surface Strategy Taxonomy.
D. Data and Source of Data
In undertaking a research, the determination of data source, either
primary or secondary is the first step that should be done. In qualitative
research with descriptive analysis the data required for the study are in the
forms of words or pictures rather than numbers as the essential concern is
meaning (Bogdan and Biklen, 1982: 28).
In this research, the researcher used students writing about error
analysis of descriptive text at the X IPA 4 of MAN 1 Surakarta in 2015/2016
Academic Year to get the data to be analyzed. The researcher used the errors
found in the descriptive text composed by the X IPA 4 of MAN 1 Surakarta in
2015/2016 Academic Year as the data.
E. The technique of collecting the data
Arikunto (2002: 136) argues that the method of research is the various
ways in which researchers in collecting data research. The data will be
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gathered from three main sources. The data sources are from interview, and
document.
a. Interview
The interview is a form of data collection in which questions were
asked orally and subjects’ responses were recorded, either verbatim or
summarized (Mc.Milan, 2012:167). Stainback (1988) stated that
interviewing providethe researcher a mean to gain a deeper
understanding of how toparticipant interpret a situation or phenomenon
than can be gained through observation alone. Blaxter, Hughes, and
Tight (1996:158), there are three kinds of interview, namely:
1) Unstructured interview
Interview is a conversational type of interview in which the
questions arise from the situations. The interview is not planned in
detail a head.
2) Structured interview
Interview was scheduled for the specific purpose of getting
certain information from the subjects. The questions are prepared.
3) Semi structured interview
Interview did in the chosen interest area, and questions are
formulated but the interviewer may modify the formal question
during the interview process.
Based on the ideas above, this research used semi structured
interview.  The application of this technique in interview is to create
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relaxed and flexible situation to gain the information about the students’
ability in article of English noun.
By using interview with the teacher and IPS 2 eleventh grade
students of MAN 1 Surakarta, the researcher also wants to know clear
information about the students’ ability in using Article of English noun in
IPS 2 at eleventh grade students of MAN 1 Surakarta. The interview will
be done after the test of Article of English noun is done. The interview
just do for five high scores and five low scores according ranking from
test score. It is also strengthen the data of test analyze.
b. Documents Analysis
Moleong (2007:39) states that the written documents are source of
research which often have important role in qualitative research. Thus,
the documents used in the research because it has many advantages. The
document is stable, rich and supported. It functions as evidence for
testing and it has natural characteristic. So that it is appropriate to
qualitative research.
In this research, the researcher used document analysis in the form of
the students written descriptive text. Then the researcher analyses the
students written descriptive text based on the language features,
grammatical structure of descriptive text.
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F. The technique of analyzing the data
According to Lexy J. Moleong (2002:103), analyzing the data is called
as a process of organizing and arranging the data into pattern, category and a
set of basic classification to find the theme and to formulate the research
hypothesis as what the data advised.
In qualitative research, the analyzing of the data involves synthesizing
the information that the researcher obtains from various sources (observation,
interview, document analysis, etc.) into a coherent description of what have
been observed or discovered (Fraenkel and Wallen, 2000: 505). After the data
have been collected, the researcher analyzes the data by identifying or
criticizing the common mistakes of using articles a, an, and the in sentences.
The researcher explains and writes the correct answer that is based on English
grammar of articles using. It aims to know the common mistakes and error in
using article. Researcher also analyzes the students’ ability in using article.
To know the rank of students' article mastery, the researcher writes the
right and wrong answer of these questions.
1. Steps of Analysis Data
a. Analysis Data of Test
Test is a series of questions or other instruments which are used to
measure  individual  or  groups  skill,  knowledge, intelligence,
capability  or talent (Arikunto;  2010:138). In this research, the
researcher used test written document from the students to know the
students understanding about descriptive text. In analysing the test
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result, the researcher will analyze the students result in making
descriptive text. In the end, the researcher tried to classify the errors.
The technique focuses on the data of the errors’ type based on the
surface taxonomy theory (omission, addition, misformation,
misordering, and combination).
After analyzing, the researcher will correct the students’
worksheet of descriptive text. Finally, the researcher will know about
the students understanding of descriptive text and their difficulties or
their weaknesses in making descriptive text. Then, the researcher return
to school interviewing the students.
b. Analysis Data of Interview
Stainback (1988) stated that interviewing providethe researcher a
mean to gain a deeper understanding of how to participant interpret a
situation or phenomenon than can be gained through observation alone.
From the understanding above, it can be conclude that the porpose of
interview is clarivy about the students’ test result.
In interview with the student, the resecher will ask about the
understanding and difficulties in their test. Those quesion are also asked
by the researcher to the teacher. The data from interview will analyzed
by the researcher to support the problem of the research about the cause
of erors made by students in making descriptive text.
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CHAPTER IV
RESEARCH FINDING AND DISCUSSION
This chapter presents the result of research in MAN 1 Surakarta. It describes
two parts of the research, those are; research finding and discussion. Research
finding reported all the data that obtained and discussion represented the result.
A. Research Finding
Based on the surface strategy taxonomy, the kinds of erors are classified
into four main catagories,  namely: omission errors, addition errors,
misformation errors, and misordering errors. Then every category is divided
into several types of errors. Omission errors are divided into eight types of
errors, addition errors are divided into six types of errors, misformation errors
are divided into three types of errors. Therefore, there are twenty-six types of
errors.
In analyzing the composition, each type of error that is found is cycled and
marked. After finishing this step, the errors are tabulated. Then, the frequency
of each type and the total number of errors are counted. Based on the analysis,
there are some errors in the student’s composition of descriptive text at X IPA
4 of MAN 1 Surakarta
1. Identifying the Errors
After collecting the data, the resarcher identified all errors from the
students writing result.  The common students’ errors in expressing present
events are the errors in expressing plural and singular, inappropriate word
choice, misuse of articles, and wrong form of subject-verb agreement. As
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state by Dullay (1982:154) there are four types of errors, i.e.: addition,
omission, misformation, and misordering. From the students’ writing result,
it could be seen that the students made four types of errors. Further, the
students tend to make the errors omitted “s/-es” that must appear in the
sentences.
2. Analyzing Types of Errors
In order to know clearly about the errors that are done by the students
in their compositions, the examples of errors types, its correction, and the
analysis will be presented in the following. The following are the errors in
each category in each type of errors;
a. Omission Errors
1) Omission of Articles
a) Monkey is___ animal. (student 1)
The sentence above is incorrect, because in the blank space
there is an article. The word “animal” in the sentence is a singular
noun. This error occurs because the students do not know the use of
the article for making a singular noun.
From the incorrect sentence above, it can be suggested that
the correct one is Monkey is an animal.
b) ___body of monkey is like the human. (Student 1)
The sentence above is incorrect, because in the blank space
should be put an article. In this case, the word “body” is countable
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noun. This error occurs because the students still do not know the
use of an article in a sentence whether define and indefinite article.
From the incorrect sentence above, it can be suggested that
the correct one is The body of monkey is like the human.
c) Monkey is____ clever animal (Student 1)
The sentence above is incorrect, because in the blank space
should be put an article. An article is used for making a singular
noun in order to know the number of noun clearly. This error
occurs because the students were still confused in using the article.
The students follow the principle of Indonesian. In Indonesia, form
of article does not always exist and the existence of an article is
separated from the noun, free, and independent. They can presede
singular nouns. They can be used in a general statement or to
introduce a subject that has not been previously mentioned or has
been mentioned for the first time.
From the incorrect sentence above, it can be suggested that
the correct one is Monkey is a clever animal.
The number of omission of article is ….or ..%.
2) Omission of Plural Inflection
a) Elephant has grey skin, four leg__ and trunk (Student 3)
The sentence above is incorrect sentence. The students do not
know the form of plural form. If it is plural noun, it should be
added by –s / -es after noun. A single form should be without
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additional of –s / -es. If using is, the form should be singular. If
using are, the form should be plural.
From incorrect sentence above, it can be suggested that the
correct one is Elephant has grey skin, four legs, and trunk.
b) There are many elephant___ in zoo (Student 3)
The sentence above is incorrect sentence. The students do not
know how to write a plural noun. In the sentence above the word
“elephant” should be added by suffix-s because there is word
“many” that the meaning is more than one noun. Besides, there is
also to be “are” that should be followed by plural noun. In making
plural noun, the noun should be added by suffix –s/-es.
From the incorrect sentence above, it can be suggested that
the correct one is There are many elephants in zoo.
c) I see various koala__ in the jungle (Student 5)
The sentence above is incorrect, The word “koala” should be
added by suffix _s/es. The “various” means many but
differentiations, so it should be followed by plural noun. This error
occurs because the students do not know clearly about the meaning
of various and also the form of plural noun.
From the incorrect sentence above, it can be suggested that
the correct one is I see various koalas in the jungle.
The number of omission of plural inflection is ---- or ---%.
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3) Omission of object/complement
d) It has two__. (Student 25)
The error made by the writer is that she did not give an
object/complement in his sentence. The correct sentence should be
It has two eyes.The word two needs object, because two here is
functioned as adjective.
4) Omission of be / linking verb
a) I___ happy having a cat (Student11)
The sentence above is incorrect. The sentence needs a linking
verb because there is a compliment. This errors occurs because the
student does not master English grammatical structure yet,
especially about linking verb / to be.
From incorrect sentence above, it can be suggested that the
correct one is I am happy having a cat.
b) My cat___ very funny (Student 11)
The error in sentence above is omission of to be (is). This
auxiliary usually accompanies main verb; it cannot stand alone and
it is used to add functional or grammatical meaning to the clause.
This auxiliary of the form of be; ‘is’, it always accompanies
adjective or noun. The revision of sentence above is My cat is very
funny.
c) The body ___ big (Student 29)
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The error in sentence above is omission of to be (is). The
correct sentence is My cat is very funny.
The number of omission of be / linking verb is ---- or ---%.
5) Omission of Possessive
a) When he sleeps, my cat looks very comfort with___ fur (Student 22)
The sentence above is incorrect. This error is caused by the
student is still confused in using possessive. There are two kinds of
possessive, possessive pronoun and possessive ‘s”.
From the incorrect sentence above, it can be written that the
correct one is When he sleeps, my cat looks very comfort with his
fur
b) My cage pet is clean and nice (Student 21)
The sentence above is incorrect sentence, because there is an
omission of possessive pronoun and miss-ordering. This error is
caused by the student does not know the form of noun phrase yet.
Besides, the student does not know the use of possessive pronoun
and possessive’s”.
From incorrect sentence above, it can be suggested that the
correct one is My pet’s cage is clean and nice.
The number of omission of be / linking verb is ---- or ---%.
6) Omission of Subject
a) Beside that, __has soft fur (Student 3)
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In this error, the student does not realize that the existence of
subject is a requirement of sentences. The subject includes noun
and pronoun. The error is due to student’s lack of understanding of
subject to make English sentences. The students have not fully
comprehended the English sentence. They do not make English
sentences completely and do not understand how to make good
sentences in English.
From the incorrect sentence above, it can be written that the
correct one is beside that, it has soft fur.
b) Then,___ everyday swims in the pool (Student 19)
The sentence above is incorrect sentence. This type of error
occurs because the student does not know that subject in a sentence
is a requirement. The students still do not know that the subject in a
sentence is a requirement. The students still do not know how to
make English sentence well.
From incorrect sentence above, it can be suggested that the
correct one is Then, the penguin (it) every swims in the pool.
c) By these ears, can hear sounds from a distance about ten
kilometers (Student 20)
The sentence above is incorrect sentence. This error happens
because the student does not realize that in a sentence should be a
subject. On the other hand, the student still does not write the
grammatical structure yet.
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From the incorrect sentence above, it can be written that the
correct one is By these ears, they can hear sounds from a distance
about ten kilometers.
The number of omission of subject is …or …%.
7) Omission of –s / es after verb
a) She also like__ eating fish (Student 4)
This error is due to the omission of a certain linguistic item
(suffix –s/-es). It appears in English verbs when one wants to make
a sentence using present tense and the subject as a singular noun. It
happens because the student is influenced by the structure of
Indonesian sentences. The student does not care if subject of “she,
he, it use –s / es” after verb. The subject “they, we, I, you do not –
s/-es after verb.
From the incorrect sentence above, it can be changed that the
correct one is She also likes eating fish.
b) They eats grass (Student 7)
The affirmative sentence in active voice of simple present
tense is that the subject (I, You, We, They) is followed by Verb0 or
infinitive. However especially the subject 3rd person singular (He,
She, It), verb in affirmative is added with -s/-es. In this sentence,
the student failed to attach –s in the end of verb like. The correct
sentence is They eat grass
c) Frog like__ jumping (Student 9)
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The sentence above is wrong, because “frog” is singular
form, so that the verb after singular verb must be added by –s/-es.
So, the correct sentence is Frog likes jumping.
The number of omission of –s / es after verb is …or …%.
8) Omission of Conjunction
a) He has long ear, red eyes, grey fur. (Student 10)
This error occurs because the student does not realize that the
conjunction takes important place in a sentence. Conjunctions are
used in a sentence to connect words or sentences.
From incorrect sentence above, we can correct it into the
right form, that is He has long ear, red eyes, and grey fur
b) He also like milk,__other vegetables
The sentence above is incorrect sentence. It same as the first
example, this error occurs because the students do not realize that
conjunction takes important place in a sentence. Conjunctions are
used in a sentence to connect words or sentences.
From the incorrect sentence above, it can be suggested that
the correct one is He also likes milk and other vegetables.
c) We play at house, ___also yard
That sentence above is wrong, there is no conjunction on that
sentence. Thus, we have to add “and” after the word “house”. The
correct sentence is We play at house and also yard.
The number omission of conjunction is…or …%
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b. Addition Error
1) Additional of Article
a) The eyes of animals is a small (Student 12)
The error made by the writer is that she adds “a” before “small”.
The article should be eliminated from that sentence to be a well-
formed sentence. The revision of the sentence is It is small.
b) Owl have a short a beak (Student 24)
The sentence above is incorrect sentence. In this case, the student
does not understand the use of article for a singular countable noun.
“short” is adjective, “beak” is a noun. So, if those words exist in a
sentence, we must add “a” before adjective, and no need to add “a”
after the adjective.
From incorrect sentence above, we should write correct sentence
that is Owl have a short beak.
c) He also a like milk (Student 10)
The sentence above is incorrect. This error occurs because the
student still does not know that an article is only used for making
noun, especially for definite article, a and an that are used for
singular countable noun. The word “like” in the sentence above is a
verb, so it does not need an article.
From the incorrect sentence above, it can be suggested that the
correct one is He also likes milk.
2) Additional of Auxiliary
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a) I am got it from my uncle (Student 10)
This error occurs because the student does not follow the rules.
The student considers that all type of sentences must use auxiliary
after subject, especially subject “I” that is followed by “am”. This
sentence does not need “am” after “I”. To make the correct simple
present tense, we should write I get it from my uncle.
b) She is sleep in the stable (Student 11)
The sentence above contains errors. The tobe “Is” should be
eliminated from that sentence to be a well-formed sentence. The
correct sentence is She sleeps in the stable.
c) Sometimes elephant is eat fruit (Student 12)
The sentence above contains errors. The tobe “Is” should be
eliminated from that sentence to be a well-formed sentence. The
correct sentence is Sometimes elephant eats fruit.
3) Additional of Preposition
a) In here, the long neck is used for eating leaves on  the top of tree
(Student 15)
The type of error is caused by direct translation of Indonesian
into English.
From the incorrect sentence above, it can be suggested that the
correct one is Here, the long neck is used for eating leaves on the
top of the tree. This error is considered as an intra-lingual error.
b) In there, very nice cage for my rabbit ( Student 17)
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The sentence above is incorrect. This error occurs because the
student translates from Indonesia into English directly.
From the sentence above, it can be written that the correct one is
There is very nice cage for my rabbit.
4) Additional of Linking Verb
a) I am make a new cage for him (Student 17)
The error happens because the student does not know the
grammatical rules of English sentence. She / he does not know the
function of “to be” in this case, the student is too strict in using
certain rules. the student considers that all types of sentences
should use “to be” after the subject.
From the incorrect sentence above, it can be suggested that the
correct one is I make a new cage for him.
b) Then he is eat the mouse (Student 22)
The sentence above is incorrect sentence. This error happens
because the student does not understand the grammatical rule of
English sentence. They cannot differentiate the function of linking
verb and main verb in a sentence. In this case, the student considers
that all types of sentences should use “to be / linking verb” after
subject, especially subject He which is always followed by to be
“am”.
From the incorrect sentence above, it can be suggested that the
correct one is Then he eats the mouse.
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c) I am really like my cat (Student 22)
The sentence above is incorrect sentence. This error happens
because the student considers that after all subjects in a sentence
should be followed by linking verb, especially subject I who should
be followed by linking verb “am”.
From the incorrect sentence above, it can be suggested that the
correct one is I really like my cat.
5) Additional of Pronoun  (apostrophe ‘s)
a) It’s name is Unyu (Student 25)
The error made by the writer is that he added apostrophe ‘s after
it. The apostrophe (‘s ) should be eliminated from that sentence to
be a well-formed sentence. The correct sentence should be Its
name is Unyu.
6) Additional of Noun
a) I have a sheep animal___ (Student 7)
The sentence contains addition error. It is an error involving the
presence of a noun that should not allow to be placed there. Thus,
the word “animal” in the sentence above should be eliminated. The
revision is I have a sheep.
b) My rabbit pet is cute ( Student 10)
The sentence contains addition error. It is an error involving the
presence of a noun that should not allow to be placed there. Thus,
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the word “pet” in the sentence above should be eliminated. The
revision is My rabbit is cute.
7) Additional of Plural Form
a) Mouse deer is animals (Student 2)
The sentence is not well-formed. The letter “s” should not exist
after the word pet because the sentence is not plural form. The
correct sentence should be Mouse deer is an animal.
b) Elephant is big animals (Student 3)
The sentence contains addition error. The letter “s” should not
exist after the word pet because the sentence is not plural form.
Thus the correct one is Elephant is big animal.
c) Butterfly is a beautiful animals (Student 13)
The sentence above is wrong, because the subject of that
sentence is singular form, so we do not need additional “s” after the
word animal. Thus the correct answer is Butterfly is a beautiful
animal.
c. Misformation Error
a) Misformation of Article
1) The duck eats the food use an beak (Student 27)
This type of error happens because the students till confuse in
using article “a and an”, in this case, the student does not know
how to use article a / an in a sentence to mark a singular noun.
Thus the correct sentence is The duck eats the food use beak.
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2) The kangaroo uses the pocket to protect an baby (Student 28)
The sentence above is incorrect sentence. This error occurs
because the student still could not differentiate between definite
article and indefinite article. In this sentence, the correct one is The
kangaroo uses the pocket to protect the baby.
b) Misformation of Tense
1) Elephant is eat grass (Student 12)
The sentence above is incorrect. This error happens because the
student does not know the use of main verb and linking verb in a
sentence. She still confuses in using main verb in a sentence or she
cannot differentiate between main verb and linking verb. From the
incorrect sentence above, it can be suggested that the correct one is
Elephant eats grass.
2) He is eat grass everyday (Student 29)
The sentence above is incorrect sentence. This error happens
because the student does not master English grammatical structure
well. They always tend to use linking verb after subject, especially
subject “He”. In the sentence above, the student tells about present
activity. Therefore, the student should use present form.
From the sentence above, it can be written that the correct one is
He eats grass every day.
c) Misformation of Auxiliary
1) It is white fur and it is four leg (Student 7)
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This type  of misformation errror was characterized by the
improper use of auxiliary/tobe (‘is’, ‘am’, ‘are’). The sentences
above are not well-formed sentences because the students do not
use appropriate auxiliary/tobe (‘is’, ‘am’, ‘are’) and verb in the
sentences. The well-formed sentence is It has white fur and four
legs.
2) It is a cute pet, and the name of my pet was Kenari (student 21)
The sentence above is incorrect, the error happens because the
student does not know about an agreement in a complex sentence.
In this case, the student does not know that the second sentence is
related to the first sentence. Therefore the second sentence should
be in a present form. The correct sentence is It is a cute pet, and the
name of my pet is Kenari.
3) If we have an owl, usually the owl did entered into the cage
(Student 24)
The sentence above is incorrect. This error happens because the
students still do not understand the grammatical structure in a
complex sentence and compound sentence. Besides, the students
still do not know about an agreement in a sentence. Though, the
students do not know how to make passive sentence in a past form.
From the sentence above, it can be suggested that the correct
one is If we have an owl, usually the owl is entered into the cage.
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d) Misformation of Verb
1) Elephant uses the trunk to takes the food (student 3)
The sentence above is incorrect. This error happens because the
students do not know the form of to infinitive. The students tend to
make a present tense. They are influenced by the first verb in the
sentence of the present tense. They do not know that after to should
be V1.
From the incorrect sentence above, it can be written in the
correct one that is Elephant uses the trunk to take the food.
2) I goes to the zoo to see panda (Student 6)
The sentence above is incorrect. This error occurs because the
students still confuse in making verbal sentence. The students tend
to use infinitive with –s/-es in every main verb. They do not pay
attention to the subject in a sentence. They do not know that after
subject they, we, I, you in a present form, the main verb does not
need suffix s/-es. In this case, the word goes should be infinitive
without –s/-es
From the incorrect sentence above, it can be suggested that the
correct one is I go to the zoo to see panda
3) My rabbit will kisses me when I am sitting on the chair (Student
10)
The sentence above is incorrect. This error happens because the
student does not master tenses well, especially Future Tense. In
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this case, the students do not know that a verb after modal auxiliary
should be infinitive. The students tend to make a present form,
because they tell about present activity.
From the incorrect sentence above, it can be suggested that the
correct one is My rabbit will kiss me when I am sitting on the chair.
e) Misformation of Subject –Verb Agreemet
1) The nest have many benefit (Student 13)
Misformation happens in this sentence because there is wrong
form of subject-verb agreement. In the form of simple present tense
the verb must be added by-s/-es in the last word of verb. But there
is exception in part of verb, such as have. The changing  of have is
not haves, but has. This sentence use the third singular subject ‘He’
so the correct verb in simple present tense must not have but has.
The correct sentence is The nest has many benefit.
f) Misformation of Vocabulary Use
1) A have two legs, two wings
2) It is short tail, it is four legs
The sentences above contain misformation of vocabulary use.
Misformation  errors are characterized  by the used of incorrect
form of morpheme or structure. The first sentence (c.1) is
misformation of vocabulary use in term of the use of article as
Subject. It should be It has two legs and wings. The second
sentence (c.2) is misformation of vocabulary use in term of the use
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of auxiliary/tobe. The correct sentence is It has short tail and four
legs.
d. Missordering
1) Missordering of Modifier
a) I love panda because panda is animal a beautiful (Student 6)
This error happens because the students do not know how to
place an adjective in a sentence. In this case, the students do not
know the position of adjective “beautiful” that should be placed
before noun. The students are influenced by Indonesian sentence.
The correct one is I love panda because panda is a beautiful
animal.
b) Every month, Usually I and holiday family to see many rabbits in
his house (Student 14)
The sentence above is incorrect. The students are influenced by
Indonesian sentence in making an English sentence. Besides, they
still do not know the structure of English sentence, therefore they
often make an error sentence. The students know the vocabularies,
but they do not know the structure of a sentence.
From incorrect sentence above, it can be suggested that the
correct one is Every month, I and family have a holiday to see
many rabbits in his house.
2) Missordering of Clause
1) I can hug cat cute every morning (Student 4)
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This error happens because the students still do not know the
pattern of noun clause. The head in a noun clause must be placed at
the end ot the clause. The students do not know the position of
modifier in a noun clause. An adjective like “cute” in this cate
should be placed before noun “cat”. So, the correct one is I can hug
cute cat everm morning/
2) My cat often follows the competition pet (Student 4)
The sentence above is incorrect. The error occurs because the
students are influenced by Indonesian sentence. They just translate
from Indonesia to English. Besides, the students still do not
understand to make a noun clause. In this case, competition is the
head, It should be placed in the end.
From the incorrect sentence above, it can be written in the right
form, that is My cat of ten follows the pet competition.
3. Describing the Errors
The errors are classified based on the surface strategy which consists
of omission, addition, misformation, and misordering. By looking at the
example above, the types and also the place of errors which are done by the
students are known clearly. By looking the frequency of each type of error,
it can be known about the areas of language that are difficult for the
students. The type of errors in the order of occurrence frequency of the
errors means that these areas are more difficult than others.
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From the data above, is provided that the tenth grade students in class
X1 of MAN 1 Surakarta make some errors in their compositions. The errors
are classified based on the surface strategy which consists of omission,
addition, misformation, and misordering The total number error is 119. The
distribution of those errors is presented in table 4.1:
Table 4.1: The Number Errors Based on Type of Errors
NO Type of Errors Number of Errors
1 Ommision 99
2 Misformation 81
3 Addition 25
4 Misordering 24
Total 229
As has been stated above that the total numbers of errors are 199, these
errors are found in the twenty-four pieces of students’ compositions. From the
calculation above, is known that the most of the type of erors in making
descriptive text were ommisions.
Meanwhile, in order to know exactly about the description of errors
that are done by each student in this composition and percentages of each
student’s errors, it can be seen in the table 4.2
Table 4.2. The Students’ Number of Error
Students’
Number
Number of Errors
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1 15
2 5
3 14
4 3
5 10
6 15
7 7
8 15
9 13
10 5
11 5
12 4
13 12
14 5
15 1
16 4
17 7
18 5
19 9
20 6
21 11
22 10
23 8
24 14
25 9
26 6
27 5
28 3
29 3
Total 229
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By looking at the table above, it can be known that the number of
errors done by the students is quite different.
As stated on the previous page that errors are classified into four main
categories, anmely ommision, addition, missformation, and misordering
errors. These categories are still divided into twenty-six types of errors.
The distribution of errors in each category and in every type of errors
and also the frequency would be described in the table 3,4,5,6.
Table 4.3. Ommision Errors
No Ommision Errors Number
1 Ommision of Article 17
2 Ommision of Plural Inflection 4
3 Ommision of be / Linking Verb 27
4 Ommision of Possessive 7
5 Ommision of Subject 18
6 Ommision of –s/-es after verb 1
7 Ommision of Preposition 22
8 Ommision of Conjunction 3
Total 99
The table above shows that omission of be / linking verb error has the
highest frequency of errors.
Table 4.4. Addition Errors
No Additional Errors Number
1 Additional of Article 3
2 Additional of Auxiliary 1
3 Additional of Preposition 7
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4 Additional of Conjunction 2
5 Additional of Linking Verb 8
6 Additional of Simple Present
Tense
4
Total 25
The table shows that among addition errors, additional linking verb
error has the highest frequency of errors.
Table 4.5. Misformation Errors
No Misformation Errors Number
1 Misformation of Article 5
2 Misformation of Present Form 17
3 Misformation of Plural Inflection 1
4 Misformation of Tense 6
5 Misformation of Preposition 5
6 Misformation of Auxiliary 6
7 Misformation of Verb 21
8 Misformation of Word Spelling 14
9 Misformation of Linking Verb 6
Total 81
Table 4.6. Misordering Error
No Misordering Error Number
1 Misordering of Modifiers 4
2 Misordering of Adverb 6
3 Misordering of Clause 14
Total 24
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The table above shows clearly that misordering of clause error has the
highest frequency of error, omission errors have the highest number of
errors. It means that the most of the errors done by the students are omission
errors.
4. The Source of Errors
The researcher analyzes source of error on the theory of Brown that
the learners errors arise from several possible general sources, namely:
Interlingual error, Intralingual errors, Context Learning, and
Communicative Strategy.
From the data analysis, the researcher only finds two sources of error.
Those are interlingual and intralingual errors.
a) Interlingual Errors
Interlingual errors are those by interference of the learners’ mother
tongue. The students make the errors are caused by the inference coming
from the students’ native language. Sentence in the target language may
exhibit interference from mother tongue
Almost of the students get faulty in producing sentence because of
interlingual error. For Indonesian students, they just translate Indonesian
into English without knowing the grammatical structure first. the
researcher finds out that the students transfer Indonesian grammar into
English grammar. The students usually translate the grammatical form of
the phrase or sentence into the first language to see if similarities exist.
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Interlingual errors are errors which occur as a result of transfer
from the native language into second language. The students usually
transfer the system of mother tongue into the second language.
From the data, the researcher found these errors in sentences
bellow:
TL: I can hug cat cute every morning
LI : Saya dapat memeluk kucing yang lucu setiap pagi
TL: My cat often follows the competition pet
LI : Kucing saya sering mengikuti perlombaan hewan
The form of the sentence above can be accepted in Indonesia, but
in English, the sentences have misordering of claule. Grammatically,
there is a noun as the head which is placed after modifier. The students
do not know the rules of noun clause.
The other sentences are:
TL: I very happy if I have a cow
LI : Saya sangat bahagia jika saya mempunyai seekor kucing
TL: I happy with my pet
LI : Saya senang dengan hewan peliharaan saya
In the sentence above, the students produce an interlingual error
because the target language is still reflected by their native language in
the sentence.
The students do not put “to be” in the nominal sentence above,
because they do not know the rule of grammar in English.
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b) Intralingual Errors
Intralingual errors are those coming from the structure of the target
itself (1974) states that intralingual errors are produced by the user who
does not reflect the structure of the mother tongue. Richard (1974)
distinguish the following as quoted by Ellis (1994:59), they are over
generalization, ignore of rule restriction, incomplete application of rule,
and false concept hypothesized. The researcher only finds two types or
error. They are overgeneralization and ignorance of rule restrictions.
1) Over Generalization
This error arises when the learner creates a deviant structure on
the basis of the other structure in the target language. It generally
involves the creation of one deviant structure in place of target
structure. The type of this error is found in the sentence bellow
TL: In here, the long neck is used for eating leaves on the top of tree
This error occurs because the students are confused with the
meaning of the words. They are influenced by the Indonesian
sentences. They consider that they make a sentence “In here, the long
neck is used for eating leaves on the top of tree”. They should not put
“in” in the sentence. The sentence becomes Here, the long neck is
used for eating leaves on the top of tree.
2) Ignorance of Rule Restriction
The examples of ignorance of rule trestriction are as follow:
i. She also like__ eating fish
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ii. They eats grass
iii. Frog like__ jumping
The errors happen because the students do not know
grammatical rule in English of simple present tense. The students tend
to add “-s” in the word “like and eats”. The form of simple present
tense is S + V1 + -S/ -ES + O. Whether suffix -S/ -ES is used based
on the subject in a sentence. In this case, the subject “They, We, I,
You” must be added –S/-ES after verb. Therefore, the students fail to
apply the rule of simple present tense.
B. Discussion
The goal of writing language is to convey information accurately,
effectively, and appropriately. Writing product is necessary to be
grammatically correct. Teaching and learning process cannot be free from error
mistake. Based on the phenomena, there are some problems in students’
writing skill, especially in writing composition. Although, the students must
take writing subject, in fact there are still many students who have difficulties
in writing composition.
There are four categories to classify errors. There are linguistic category,
surface strategy taxonomy, comparative taxonomy, and communicative effect
taxonomy (Dulay, Burt, Krasen 1982:145). In this research, the researcher uses
surface strategy taxonomy to classify errors. This category is one of four error
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categories that have been based on the linguistic item which is affected by an
error.
There are four types of errors in surface strategy taxonomy according to
Dulay, Burt, and Krashen, such as Misformation, Misordering, Omission, and
Addition. This surface strategy taxonomy of error clarifies the surface elements
of language that are altered in specific and systematic ways where the error
always occurs.
There are some reasons why the students make errors. First, they are not
well trained in making English sentence. Second, they will have not understood
the use of the English sentence patterns where they are quite different from
Indonesian pattern.
The finding shows that the tenth grade students in class X IPA 4 of MAN
1 Surakarta still make some errors in their composition. The total number of
error is 299. It is derived from 26 types of error. The researcher finds that an
omission error is the dominant type of error that is 99 from the total errors.
While, the dominant error of omission error is omission of be/linking verb that
is 27. it indicate that the students still have difficulties in these areas. By
knowing these phenomena, it will be known about some areas that are most
likely difficult for the students. Therefore, for the anticipation, the teaching of
these difficulties areas should be emphasized.
The highest number of errors that the students made is omission of
linking verb. After analyzing the data, the researcher finds two sources of
errors that cause the students’ errors. They are interlingual and intralingual
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error. Interlingual error is caused by the interlingual inference from the native
language, the example is My cat often follows competition pet. While,
intralingual error is produced by students who do not reflect the structure of the
mother tongue, the example is She will running and climbing the tree.
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION
A. Conclusion
Based on the findings and discussions in the previous chapter, the
researcher concluded the type of errors are usually made by the tenth grade
students of MAN 1 Surakarta of using simple present tense in writing
descriptive text, and the cause of errors made by the tenth grade students of
MAN 1 Surakarta of using simple present tense in writing descriptive text.
The conclutions are as follows:
1. The type of errors are usually made by the tenth grade students of MAN 1
Surakarta of using simple present tense in writing descriptive tex
Based on the description in previos chapter, it can be concluded
that the X IPA of  MAN 1 Surakarta still made the errors when the
students were asked to a descriptive text about animal. The types of errors
made by the students on writing descriptive text are based on surface
strategy taxonomy which are classified into omission, addition,
misformation, and misordering. After counting the errors, the researcher
found 229 total of errors consisting of 99 errors of omission, 25 errors of
addition, 81 errors of misformation and 24 errors or of misordering. From
the data above, it can be seen that misformation error was the highest
number of errors made by the students. It was followed by omission error,
addition error and the last as the lowest is misordering error.
2. The cause of errors made by the tenth grade students of MAN 1 Surakarta
of using simple present tense in writing descriptive text
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After analyzing each types of errors found in descriptive text in
students writing of the tenth grade of MAN 1 Surakarta, the researcher can
find some causes of errors. They are interlingual and intralingual transfer.
Interlingual transfer is errors that are influenced by the interference of
users’ mother tongue. The users still apply Indonesian pattern into English
when they translate the sentences. Then Intralingual transfer occurs when
students get difficulty learn the second language. There are three causes of
errors in intralingual transfer, namely; errors caused by over-
generalization, errors caused by ignorance of rule restriction, and errors
caused by incomplete application of rules. From the interlingual transfer
consists of 14 errors. While intralingual transfer consists of 61 errors.
B. Suggestion
The researcher finds that there were still some errors made by the
students in using simple present tense. Therefore, she wants to give suggestion
as follows:
1. To the English teachers
After knowing the area which the students often make the errors in writing
descriptive text using simple present tense, the teacher should pay more
attention to the writing teaching and learning process and also stress on the
material in which difficult for students. They may use a new method in
teaching learning process.
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2. To the students
Since there are still so many errors made by the students in the use of
simple present tense in writing descriptive text, they should pay more
attention to it. The students should learn harder and do exercises related to
use simple present tense in writing descriptive text. It is also important for
them to know their own errors because by knowing their own errors, they
will not make similar errors.
3. To the other researcher
Since this research is far from being perfect, it is hoped that the other
researcher can discuss and analyzed the students’ errors deeply.
Meanwhile, hopefully, this research will be able to be a kind of reference
for them to make further researches in concerning error analysis with
deeper analysis and shaper results.
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Appendices1. Field note of Research
Fieldnote in Pre-observation
First pre-observation
Name of Class : X IPA 4
Participants : 29Students
Place : Classroom
Time : Monday, March9th, 2015 at 09.20 a.m
The researcher observed on monday, March9th, 2015 in X IPA 4. The teaching learning
process was going on that day. This was the first time where the researcher observed in pre-
research. The class was started at 09.20 am until 11.00 am. This class consisted of 29 students.
Most of the students were girls. The researcher sat on the corner-back of the students.
On that day, Mrs. Sri Hartatik taught about descriptive text. The teacher opened the class
by saying “Assalamualaikum Wr.Wb.” and the students answered “Waalaikumsalam Wr. Wb.”
The teacher said “good morning students, how are you today?” the students answered “fine thank
you, and you? The teacher answered “I’m fine too.” After opening the class, the teacher checked
the student’s attendance list. After greeted the students the teacher told to the students about the
researcher purpose entered the class.
The teacher asked the students “are you ready to start our meeting today? The students
answered “yes mom”. The teacher asked the studentsto open their LKS (Lembar Kerja Siswa).
The theme on that daywas‘My Pet’.Then, Mrs. Tatik started to explain the materials. The teacher
asked the students to read aloud. The teacher pointed some students to read the text.After that,
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the teacher explained about the generic structure of the descriptive text.The teacher also invited
the students to be active during the teacher’s explanation.
Afetr explaining, the teacher asked the students to do the task in LKS. She gave the
students 30 minutes to do the task. After all done, she pointed some students to answer the
questions and wrote on the whiteboard. The teacher and the students checked the students
answered on the whiteboard together.
Before closing the meeting the teacher tried to motivate to the students to study hard. The
teacheralso pointed some students to review about the generic structure of descriptive text. After
that they prayed together, then, the teacher said “Wassalamualaikum Wr. Wb” to finish the class.
Then, the students answered with “Waalaikumsalam Wr.Wb”. The teacher and the researcher
walked out of the class to come back in the office.
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Second pre-observation
Name of Class : X IPA 4
Participants : 29 Students
Place : Classroom
Time : Thursday, March 12th, 2015 at 12.30 p.m
This was the second day of pre-observation.The researcher observed on thursday, March
12th, 2015 in X IPA 4. The teaching learning process was going on that day. The class was
started at 12.30 pm until 13.40 am. All of students were came on that day.
On that day, Mrs. Sri Hartatik continued teaching about descriptive text. The teacher
opened the class by saying “Assalamualaikum Wr.Wb.” and the students answered
“Waalaikumsalam Wr. Wb.” The teacher said “good afternoon, how are you today?” the students
answered “good afternoon, fine thank you, and you? The teacher answered “I’m fine too”. After
opening the class, the teacher checked the student’s attendance list.
Then, the teacher asked the students “are you still remember about descriptive text? The
students answered “yes mom”. Then, the teacher asked the studentsto make a group and made a
descriptive short story. The teacher told that they might to describe about animals, fruits, houses,
etc. She gave the students 30 minutes to do the task. After all done, she pointed some students
from different groups to come forward and presented their group discussion result. The teacher
asked other students to pay attention to their friends who came forward.
In closing session, the teacher reminded the students to study more about descriptive text,
because they would have individual test about descriptive text in the following meeting.This
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activity was arranged by the teacher as the data for researcher and the students’ daily score. After
that they prayed together, then, the teacher said “Wassalamualaikum Wr. Wb” to finish the class.
Then, the students answered with “Waalaikumsalam Wr.Wb”. The teacher and the researcher
walked out of the class.
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Fieldnote in main observation
Name of Class : X IPA 4
Participants : 29 Students
Place : Classroom
Time : Thurday, April2nd, 2015 at 12.30 p.m
This was the mainresearch of the researcher. On that day, the researcher came to school
11.30 a.m, and then met with Mrs. Sri Hartatik. We walked to the mosque to have praying
together. after that the teacher and the researher come to class. After arriving at the classroom, I
took a seat at the corner. The teacher greeted the students, check students’ attendance list. Afetr
opening, the teacher asked the students whether they remembered that day they would have
descriptive text test, and the students remebered about it.
Then the teacher asked them to prepare the paper and pen. The students were also asked
to close their book and put in the bag. The students were really paid attention to the teacher’s
order. After the students were ready, the teacher said that they had to made a short story about
animal, houses, friends, etc. The teacher also reminded that they had to use present form. The
teacher gave 45 minutes to the students to make the short story. During this session, the teacher
moved around to control the students activities.
After all done, and the time for the students were over, the teacher asked to compile their
task on the teacher’s table. Then, the teacher continued with the next material until the bell rang.
Before closing the class, the teacher did not forget to give the students motivation in learning.
Then the teacher pointed the students by using a date as the initial number then led the prayer.
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After praying, the teacher said “Wassalamualaikum Wr. Wb” to finish the meeting. Then, the
students answered with “Waalaikumsalam Wr.Wb”. The last, the teacher and the researcher
walked out of the class.
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Appendix 2: Interview in Pre-observation
Interview With The English Teacher
Tempat : MAN 1 Surakarta
Waktu : Senin, 9 Maret 2015
Jam : 09.20 WIB
Narasumber (N) : Sri Hartatik, S.Pd. (Guru Bahasa Inggris MAN 1 Surakarta)
Pewawancara (P) : Laela Hayati Rohmah
P : Assalamualaikum bu Tatik, bisa minta waktunya sebentar untuk wawancara?
saya Laela Hayati Rohmah Mahasiswa IAIN Surakarta.
N : Walaikumsalam, iya mbak bisa, mau wawancara apa ya?
P : sebagaimana ijin penelitian yang sudah saya ajukan ke pihak sekolah saya
bermaksud untuk meneliti kemampuan writing siswa tentang deskriptif teks pada
siswa kelas X ibu, dan bapak kepala sekolah menyarankan saya untuk meneliti
kelas yang ibu ampu.
N : oh, begitu ya mbak, iya mbak boleh saja. Berapa kelas yang akan mbak teliti?
P : satu kelas saja ibu, oh ya ibu, sebelumya saya mau bertanya, kelas X apa saja
yang ibu ampu?
N : kebetulan untuk tahun ini saya mengampu semua kelas X IPA, dan 2 kelas X
IPS mbak.
P : kalau boleh mohon sarannya ibu, kelas mana yang boleh saya ikuti untuk
penelitian saya ibu? Saya hanya mengambil hasil writing siswa tentang
deskriptif text ibu.
N : kalau berkenan dikelas X IPA 4.
P : oh, baik ibu, saya berkenan. Sebelumnya kelas X IPA 4 terdiri dari berapa
siswa ibu?
N : kalau tidak salah 29 siswa mbak.
P : menurut ibu, bagaimana kecakapan siswa kelas tersebut ibu?
N : menurut saya, kelas X IPA 4 lebih favorit dibanding kelas yang lain, kelas ini
dibawah kelas unggulan atau kelas boarding mbak.
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P : oh begitu ya bu, saya kira cukup ini dulu bu, terima kasih sebelumnya ibu.
N : iya mbak, oh ya, saya mengajar X IPA 4 hari senin dan kamis mbak.
P : iya ibu, tadi saya sudah meminta jadwal deri kurikulum ibu. Insyaallah kamis
saya kemari lagi ibu
N : oh iya mbak.
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INTERVIEW WITH THE STUDENTS
Tempat : SDIT MTA Gemolong
Waktu : Senin,21 November 2016
Jam : 12.30 WIB
Narasumber : Nafidh Nur (N)
Risma Anggita R (R)
Febriantari Larasati (F)
Pewawancara (P) : Laela Hayati Rohmah
P : halo adik-adik lagi pada ngapain ini?
N : ini mas lagi selesai mengerjakan tugas kelompok Bahasa Jawa dari Bu tatik
mbak.
P : kalau boleh tahu nama kalian bertiga siapa ya?
N : Saya Nafidh, ini teman saya namanya Risma, kalau yang ini Febriantari mbak.
P : begini dek, perkenalkan nama mbak Laela hayati rohmah, biasa dipanggil laela,
mbak mahasiswa dari IAIN Surakarta jurusanya pendidikan Bahasa Inggris,
mbak mau mewawancarai kalian bertiga mau tidak dek?
R : Wah mbak seperti wartawan ya wawancara orang haha. Iya mbak silakan.
P : terimakasih sebelumnya ya dek. Saya mau tanya dek, menurut kalian apakah
pelajaran Bahasa Inggris itu sulit?
F : sulit mbak. Sering tidak paham.
P : kenapa? Apakah kurang menarik atau gurunya galak?
N : bu tatik tidak galak mas, tapi cara mengajarnya itu kurang, jadi ketika gurunya
menerangkan kita asik berbicara sendiri mas.
P : kemudian kendala yang lain dalam belajar bahasa inggris apa saja dik?
R : kami tidak tahu mas apa yang guru omongkan soalnya beliau kadang
menjelaskan pakai Bahasa Inggris. Kami juga kesulitan ketika memahami cerita
atau teks bahasa inggris mbak
P : kalian kurang menguasai kosa-kata ya makanya kalian tidak tahu?
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F : hehe. Iya mas, paling tidak bisa kalau disuruh mengartikan bacaan mas, nyari
artinya satu-satu di kamus.
P : terus bagaimana usaha kalian untuk bisa memahami teks atau cerita bahasa
inggris dik?
R : hehe. Iya dengan membuka kamus mbak, terus diartikan satu persatu.
F : kalau saya dengan menghafal kosakata sedikit-sedikit mbak, soalnya males
kalau menghafal banyak-banyak.
P : oke dek itu dulu ya deks, makasih ya sebelumnya. Tetap semangat belajar ya.
R, F, N : iya mbak, sama-sama.
